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Abstract

Improvisation, Bricolage, and Effectuation are examples of sense-making techniques often seen in the field of entrepreneurship. Original literature introduces these ideas with respect to decision-making problems faced by entrepreneurs. Most often, these are problems that deal with resource (land, labor, capital) sourcing, creation, development, and/or allocation. However, in the last few decades, new literature has surfaced that underlines the implications of these sense-making concepts for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and micro-enterprises. In particular, this literature discusses these ideas within the context of internationalization. Research indicates that SMEs and micro-enterprises can operate in an entrepreneurial manner, especially when making decisions. Several case studies indicate that when faced with decision-making problems, especially during foreign market selection (FMS) and foreign market entry (FME), SMEs and micro-enterprises employ the above sense-making tactics. The study of improvisation, bricolage, and effectuation within the context of internationalization is a relatively new field of research. As a result, the focus of this work-in-progress paper is to be as inclusive as possible in critically reviewing the literature pertaining to the subject. This will ensure that gaps can be identified and future areas of research can be determined.

Presently, there is no comprehensive summary of the literature concerning improvisation, bricolage, and effectuation within the context of SME and micro-enterprise internationalization. The proposed paper aims to address this problem by providing a succinct overview of the literature in this field. Through thorough analysis of published scholarly/peer-reviewed papers, key themes in the literature will be identified. Concurrently, the study will determine the ‘gap’ areas in the field where more research is required. Thus, by providing a concise summary of the field and identifying gaps in the current literature, the paper will assume a critical review of the literature regarding SME and micro-enterprise sense-making and cognition in the internationalization context. This work-in-progress paper will focus on three key concepts: improvisation, bricolage, and effectuation. Though these concepts are predominantly discussed within the context of entrepreneurship, they have several implications for SMEs and micro-enterprises. This is largely because SMEs and micro-enterprises can often adopt an entrepreneurial orientation (Etemad & Wright, 2003). In these situations, the process of internationalization does not follow the linear, controlled, or timely pattern that is typically seen with large firms (Etemad & Wright, 2003). SMEs and micro-enterprises therefore rely on sense-making tactics such as improvisation, bricolage, and
effectuation to guide them through the internationalization process. A critical initial review of the literature will illustrate the impact of these sense-making tactics for internationalizing SMEs and micro-enterprises.
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Introduction
Over the last few decades, the field of research surrounding small- to medium-sized enterprise (SME) internationalization has grown vastly. As an increasing number of small firms enter foreign markets, the ability for a concrete analysis of this process becomes more apparent. Researchers have focused on developing a clearer understanding of how SMEs approach and proceed through the complex process of internationalization, particularly with respect to the resource constraints that they face. In examining the literature, we find that several approaches towards SME internationalization have emerged since the 1980s.

This paper presents a critical review of the small- to medium-sized enterprise (SME) internationalization literature. The study is framed in a specific manner, examining nontraditional internationalization patterns that have been identified by researchers. The paper begins with a brief examination of the traditional, stage models of internationalization - including the Uppsala model - that dominated much of the literature prior to the turn of the century. These models were mainly applied to the internationalization of larger firms, and sometimes extended to SMEs. However, we make mention of several studies that have demonstrated the inapplicability of stage models to the context of SME internationalization. The purpose of this paper is not to criticize the stage models, but rather seeks to present the models of SME internationalization that follow an inherently different pattern of thinking. We find that SME internationalization approaches are better defined by concepts originating in other fields, such as entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs and SMEs often face similar resource constraints and uncertain/unpredictable situations. Thus, the concepts of effectuation and bricolage are introduced. Empirical evidence is cited to demonstrate that these entrepreneurial concepts have been documented in the foreign market entry processes of SMEs. Subsequently, we present four new approaches to SME internationalization. These approaches include resource scavenging, social capital, muddling-through, and dynamic experimental internationalization. Though many of these concepts were first introduced in other fields, their application to SME internationalization has been documented in the last decade. We present empirical evidence that clarifies this for each concept introduced. Furthermore, we provide a rudimentary comparison of these approaches to delineate any similarities. We note that there exist three underlying commonalities that connect the six internationalization methods presented in this paper: serendipity, social networks, and improvisation. Finally, the paper concludes with an overview of findings and implications for both academics and professionals.

Research Methodology
To develop a comprehensive literature review, the study examined peer-reviewed sources from a variety of journals. With the earliest definitions of relevant concepts dating back to 1970, our research was limited to a timeframe of articles published between 1970 and 2015. All potential journals were considered, irrespective of field of study, though most were published in the fields of marketing, management, and entrepreneurship. Some key publications include the Management International Review, the International Business Review, and the Journal of Small Business and Enterprise Development. This variety in publications also allowed us to ensure that our study was global in terms of geographic scope. The search for relevant sources was extensive, but by no means exhaustive. Initially, the search was narrower in scope, and included keywords such as: ‘SME’, ‘internationalization’, ‘effectuation’, ‘improvisation’, and ‘bricolage’. However, as the study progressed and newer concepts emerged, the key search terms were expanded to include:
Articles were chosen for review based on their level contribution to the growing field of literature surrounding SME internationalization. In particular, emphasis was placed on studies that highlighted a shift away from ‘traditional’ to “non-traditional” internationalization models.

Literature Review
In order to understand the development of non-traditional theories of SME internationalization, it is crucial to examine the literature that preceded these theories. This literature review begins by exploring the larger concept of internationalization, noting in particular the importance of stage models of internationalization in the field. This section explores why these models are not able to accurately capture the process of SME internationalization, suggesting that SMEs face an inherently different environment than that of larger firms typically analysed in stage model studies of internationalization. Instead, links are drawn between SMEs and entrepreneurs as these two groups often face far more similar conditions, challenges, and environments.

Recent years have witnessed an exponential increase in the literature surrounding SMEs. Due to an increasingly globalized world, such small firms, once confined by national borders, were given the opportunity to access larger international markets. Prior to 1980, studies regarding the internationalization of SMEs were scant, though it was acknowledged early on that, while they are comparatively small, many firms tend to begin operating internationally (Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975). Decades later, Coviello and McAuley (1999) noted once again that internationalization literature was focused primarily on multinational firms, despite the existence of international SMEs. Between the 1980s and the 2000s, the examination of internationalization as a concept was still evolving. Over the course of two decades, several models emerged to explain the process of firms’ internationalization, most focusing on key ‘steps’ for successful entry into the foreign market (see Root, 1986; Miller, 1993; Yip, Biscarri, & Monti, 2000). However, two schools of thought dominated much of the literature: The Uppsala Model (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977) and the Innovation Models (Bilkey & Tesar, 1977; Cavusgil, 1980). Both models approach internationalization as an incremental process that occurs in stages. The Uppsala model is focused on learning through internationalization (Forsgren, 2002) whereas the Innovation models are concerned with internationalization as a form of innovation (Andersen, 1993). In a detailed analysis of the two models, Andersen (1993), explains that the Uppsala model has a much higher generalizability than the innovation models. This is largely due to the fact that the Uppsala model favours presents a more abstract and open theory towards the process of internationalization that is less precise in terms of the conditions in which it applies (Anderson, 1993). Thus, it is easier to apply the Uppsala model in a variety of contexts. As such, it is the primary model that we refer to use when comparing traditional models with newly developed ones.

The Uppsala Model
The model, at its core, explains firms’ internationalization as a gradual process, whereby firms take small steps towards increasing their resource commitment to foreign markets as they gain more knowledge about those markets (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977). According to this model, firms focus on foreign markets where psychic distance (i.e. the difficulty to understand the foreign environment) is low, and therefore the liability of outsidership or the risk associated with being an
outsider is low (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009). According to the model, firms begin by exporting (through agencies) to culturally similar and nearby countries, and only after gaining sufficient knowledge consider establishing subsidiaries in the foreign markets (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977, 2009). The simplicity and generalizability of the Uppsala model made it largely accepted in the literature, and several studies supported the applicability of the model (Davidson, 1980; Erramilli, 1991; Fina & Rugman, 1996; Clark, Pugh, & Mallory, 1997). However, the model has received some criticism. Bell (1995) contested that the relevance of ‘stage’ theories in general was questionable in a globalizing world. Autio (2005) also noted that a shift in global environmental conditions, such as lower international travel costs and faster flow of information, made it difficult to apply the Uppsala model after the 1970s. Furthermore, Oviatt and McDougall (2005) suggested that the Uppsala model is not focused on examining entrepreneurial processes, which are inherent in SMEs. Additionally, as the Uppsala model allows for a high level of generalizability, it cannot account for many particularities that internationalizing firms face (Andersen, 1993). Most notably, however, the model has been found to be limited in its applicability to SMEs.

Small- to Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs)

SMEs face a set of challenges that are fundamentally different from those faced by multinationals. Most often, SMEs lack the financial and human resources that larger firms rely on to enter foreign markets (Knight and Cavusgil, 2004; Sternad, Mundschoetz, & Knappitsch, 2013). Many SMEs are also relatively young and lack the experience that multinationals have had the time to cultivate (Lu & Beamish, 2001; Etemad & Wright, 2003). However, despite these constraints, many SMEs are able to establish themselves in international markets (Weerawardena, Mort, Liesch, & Knight, 2007). Moreover, the emergence of born-global firms and international new ventures (INVs) has created a new set of SMEs that are committed to international markets from their inception, thereby bypassing several ‘stages’ outlined in the previous models of internationalization (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994; Knight & Cavusgil, 2004). Moreover, many SMEs follow a “non-systematic” approach to internationalization that does not necessarily follow an incremental decision process (Papadopoulos & Martin Martin, 2011; Musso & Francioni, 2014). Evidently, stage-based theories of internationalization are not always appropriate for understanding the behaviour and processes adopted by SMEs (McDougall, Shane, & Oviatt, 1994; Oviatt & McDougall, 1994; Bell, 1995; Madsen & Servais, 1997).

Therefore, the question arises, on what basis can we develop theories that explain the internationalization of SMEs? We try to address this by examining the entrepreneurship literature. Examining the literature reveals that several similarities can be identified between entrepreneurs and SMEs, such management styles and resource constraints. Thus, entrepreneurship literature holds significant value for SME literature. The overlap identified in the following section delineates that both entrepreneurs and SMEs share a basic framework that enables researchers to apply entrepreneurship theories to SMEs, even in the context of internationalization.

SMEs and Entrepreneurship

Earlier research on SME internationalization mainly drew upon established MNE theory where questions about MNE theory utility was limited, but some links were drawn between entrepreneurship and SMEs. Etemad and Wright (2003) suggest that small firms can act
entrepreneurially and are increasingly able to take advantage of foreign opportunities that were once reserved for multinationals. The process of conducting transactions abroad has, in itself, also been viewed as inherently entrepreneurial (McNaughton, 2003). This idea can also be seen in the work of Hashai and Almor (2004), who outline that firms that are globally oriented from inception typically follow an entrepreneurial management structure. Other SME literature highlights similar findings. Generally, one manager or one management team will adopt an entrepreneurial role in an SME, whereby they play a key role in decision making and overall functioning of the firm (Ruzzier, Hisrich, and Antoncic, 2006; Evers, 2011; Andersson, Evers, and Kuivalainen, 2014). It has also been noted that this entrepreneurial orientation coupled with the previous overseas experience can increase the propensity for an SME to internationalize (Hutchinson, Quinn, & Alexander, 2006; Cabrol & Nlemvo, 2009; Cancino, 2014). However, this propensity does not reduce the high levels of ambiguity and uncertainty that both entrepreneurs and SMEs face (Hilmersson & Jansson, 2012). Thus, there is clear overlap between entrepreneurs and SMEs, which has allowed researchers to extend certain concepts from one domain into the other.

The next section of the paper analyzes entrepreneurial concepts that were developed within a domestic context, such as effectuation and bricolage. These two concepts, though not originally intended for an international analysis, have been applied to SME internationalization precisely as a result of the similarities between entrepreneurs and SMEs outlined above. Additionally, these two introduce several ideas that have enabled the development of newer approaches to internationalization of SMEs, such as resource scavenging, which are explored in a later section of the paper.

**Effectuation**

Sarasvathy (2001) introduced effectuation as a new approach to understanding entrepreneurial behaviour. Based in effectuation logic, this approach focuses on ‘sense-making’, and is primarily used when the future is unpredictable and goals are undefined. Effectuation logic is defined as the opposite of causal logic, which relies on assuming a predictable future and predefined goals. Causal logic is a prominent pattern of thinking in business school textbooks (Kotler, 2003). The same logic is also inherent in the stage models of internationalization (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977). Sarasvathy (2001) notes that although the two are strikingly different, entrepreneurs can adopt both forms of thinking – typically leaning towards effectuation in earlier stages and causation in later ones. She suggests that effectuation holds great value for new entrepreneurs as it takes into account the resource limitations that they face.

The five principles of the effectuation model, as defined by Sarasvathy (2001), are briefly explained below:

**Using Existing Means**

Entrepreneurs acting effectually recognize their three primary means: (1) Personal Traits, (2) Expertise and Experience, and (3) Networks, both social and professional. Effectuation logic indicates that entrepreneurs configure and reconfigure their means in order to explore the many possible ends that can be achieved. Emphasis is placed on creativity and openness.

**Focusing on Affordable Losses**

Effectuation theory suggests that entrepreneurs are open to losses that are ‘acceptable’, to the extent that they create potential for future gains. In other words, entrepreneurs working effectually
avoid expending their limited resources on risk aversion, but rather accept a certain level of risk knowing that this present loss will lead to future opportunity.

**Leveraging Contingencies**
Entrepreneurship is rich with unpredictability. Therefore, successful entrepreneurs are ones who can welcome changes, i.e. contingencies, to their resources or environment. Effectual entrepreneurs work to accept and adapt to these new *serendipitous* changes and events that occur, whether they are positive or negative.

**Forming Strategic Partnerships**
Sarasvathy (2001) explains that entrepreneurs facing resource constraints can find success through partnerships. Entrepreneurs are often unable to complete competitive analyses, where the focus is on identifying and dealing with current and potential competitors, as a result of insufficient information and knowledge. Instead, entrepreneurs find greater success in building a strong network that allows them to create the potential for future opportunity, as new partnerships can result in resources, knowledge, and opportunities that were once unavailable.

**Controlling Instead of Predicting**
The final principle, which lies at the heart of effectuation, explains that entrepreneurs do not need to predict the future to be successful. Instead, success can be achieved by focusing on utilizing current resources as efficiently as possible in an effort to *discover* what possibilities are available in the unpredictable environment (Sarasvathy, 2001).

Since the introduction of effectuation in 2001, the literature surrounding the topic has increased greatly. Not only has Sarasvathy’s (2001) method been applied to entrepreneurship, but also has established a base in the SME internationalization literature. Several studies are outlined below that present empirical evidence that suggests that SMEs, acting entrepreneurially, follow effectuation logic to aid them in navigating through the process of internationalization.

**Empirical Evidence**
One of the first indications of the relevance of the effectuation to SME internationalization was published shortly after Sarasvathy’s (2001) study. Meyer and Skak (2002) discovered that the concept of serendipity played an important role in the international entry of SMEs. Firms that were more flexible and sensitive towards potential opportunities, or serendipitous events, that arose unexpectedly were more successful in internationalizing (Meyer & Skak, 2002). Though the authors did not explicitly make the connection between their study and Sarasvathy’s (2001) findings, the behaviour they emphasized is clearly outlined in effectuation theory, under the principle of leveraging contingencies. Indeed, both entrepreneurs and internationalizing SMEs benefit from maintaining an openness and awareness of chance events. This idea, though not explicitly connected to effectuation, was supported by Spence and Crick (2006) in their empirical analysis of the internationalization processes of several high-tech SMEs. The authors discovered that many firms relied on serendipity within the framework of effectuation theory to guide their internationalization, focusing on “intuition rather than proceeding via a systematic planning process” (Spence & Crick, 2006, p. 537). Moreover, Johanson and Vahlne (2009) also agree that effectuation is highly applicable to the internationalization context. Though empirical evidence
and findings suggest that effectuation can be applied towards foreign market contexts, very few studies published between 2001 and 2010 connected effectuation to SME internationalization.

For several years, studies surrounding effectuation were limited to the entrepreneurial context and not extended into the area of internationalization. Ultimately, in a 2011 explorative case study, Svante Andersson noted that effectuation was a prominent process in SME internationalization and thus warranted greater attention by researchers and professionals. Similarly, other researchers suggested that effectuation could permit greater insight into the idiosyncrasies of SME internationalization (Evers & O’Gorman, 2011; Kalinic & Forza, 2012). One study revealed that effectuation provides a clear cognitive process that allows SMEs to overcome resource obstacles that would otherwise be considered unsatisfactory for internationalization (Nowinski & Rialp, 2013). This is perhaps explained by the fact that firms grounded in effectuation logic focus on creating opportunities rather than discovering them (Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson, 2013). Opportunity creation can reveal new possibilities that would have otherwise gone unnoticed. This proactive attitude, reflective of effectuation, has been considered a key distinguishing factor for INVs and born-global firms (Evers, 2011). Furthermore, studies have indicated that SMEs following effectual logic can overcome the liability of outsidership found in the Uppsala model as this approach enables them to build their network and knowledge during the process of internationalization (Kalinic, Sarasvathy, & Forza, 2014).

Recently, studies suggest that employing effectuation plays a significant role in firms’ Foreign Market Selection (FMS) and Foreign Market Entry (FME). Galkina and Chetty (2015) provide evidence of firms creating international opportunity for FMS by focusing on forming strategic partnerships, rather than developing a comprehensive and time-consuming analysis of foreign markets. Firms were able to identify and enter potential markets as a result of their partnerships (Galkina & Chetty, 2015). Chandra, Styles, and Wilkinson (2009) found that, consistent with Sarasvathy’s (2001) findings, SMEs in fact benefit from partnerships over a competitive view towards foreign firms. However, some studies suggest that, although firms were initially more inclined to use effectuation for both FMS and FME, the actual processes involved a blend of both causal and effectual logic (Chetty, Ojala, & Leppäaho, 2015). Similarly, SME internationalization literature explains that firms can implement both causation and effectuation logic while internationalizing. Most studies suggest that young firms, including born-global or INVs, rely on effectuation at first but eventually shift towards a more causal approach when constraints and unpredictability are less apparent (Crick & Crick, 2014; Nummela, Saarenketo, Jokela, & Loane 2014; Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson, 2013).

Evidently, there is strong support within the literature for the application of effectuation to the process of SME internationalization. The studies above can be viewed as the beginning of acknowledging non-traditional approaches towards the foreign market entre of SMEs. Indeed, at present, effectuation is the dominant theory found in the literature. However, several other theories exist that deviate from traditional thinking. Though these theories are less developed than effectuation in the context of SME internationalization, they have been proven to be relevant and hold great potential for future research. One theory that, like effectuation, borrows from the field of entrepreneurship is bricolage. Unlike effectuation, however, the theory of bricolage is focused on the use of resources and is concerned predominantly with the resource constraints faced by entrepreneurs. As outlined in the following section, the idea of overcoming resource constraints through bricolage can apply to both entrepreneurship and SME internationalization.
Bricolage

Though Claude Levi-Strauss first introduced the concept of bricolage in 1966, it was not applied to the field of entrepreneurship until after the turn of the century. The concept was loosely defined at the time, essentially focusing on the idea of ‘making do with what is at hand’ (Levi-Strauss, 1966). However, many years later, Baker and Nelson (2005) developed a concise definition of bricolage within the framework of entrepreneurship. Bricolage can be characterized as an ‘improvisational’ approach to resources that enables entrepreneurs to achieve success by reconfiguring their existing means (Baker & Nelson, 2005). The three basic elements of their definition are briefly outlined below:

Making Do

At its core, bricolage occurs when entrepreneurs manage to utilize their available resources efficiently. However, bricolage also involves a stronger emphasis on active engagement with resources rather than planning. Additionally, entrepreneurial bricolage is often characterized by a willing disregard for the common limitations associated with entrepreneurs’ resources, which enables opportunity creation.

Combination of Resources for New Purposes

Bricolage is focused on maximizing the potential of available resources. As a result, entrepreneurs adopting bricolage often focus on re-using and combining their existing means. This has led to new, innovative, and sometimes serendipitous discoveries that would not have occurred if bricolage was not a prominent entrepreneurial approach.

The Resources at Hand

The resources that an entrepreneur has at their disposal can be both tangible and intangible. For entrepreneurs following the bricolage approach, materials such as equipment and manpower are just as important as knowledge and experience. These resources also include the means that entrepreneurs can obtain for free or for a minimal cost.

Despite the links indicating that bricolage could be relevant in the internationalization of SMEs, little research exists that explicitly connects the two fields. Indeed, studies exist where bricolage is present, but the term itself is not employed by researchers. For example, Chandra et al. (2009) noted that SMEs found greater success internationalizing through the combination and matching of pre-existing means, such as resources and skills. Though the authors do not express the connection, the process they describe is a key principle in bricolage (Baker & Nelson, 2005). Few empirical studies exist that have connected bricolage to SME internationalization. Desa (2011) documented bricolage in the processes of international social ventures, noting in particular that bricolage could enable the creation of a usable product from scarce resources while simultaneously building organizational resilience. In the same year, Evers and O’Gorman (2011) noted that ‘network bricolage’ can facilitate the SME internationalization process. Network bricolage refers to the opportunity that arises when firms unexpectedly (or serendipitously) receive information and resources through changes in their network (Baker, Miner, & Eesley, 2003). Additionally, Lesage and Ronteau (2012) highlighted that bricolage can impact the path of internationalization a firm follows, possibly as a result of the opportunity created through the process.
Nowinski and Rialp (2012) discovered clear evidence that SMEs rely on bricolage to exploit their available resources and thus overcome limitations.

**Resource Scavenging**
Though the explicit links between bricolage and SME internationalization are not extensively documented in the literature, the concept of bricolage has an impact on SME internationalization research. *Resource scavenging* is a relatively new SME internationalization process, identified as being similar to bricolage in certain aspects, but founded on different characteristics (Hewerdine, Rumyantseva, & Welch, 2014). Both bricolage and resource scavenging focus on SMEs that face constrained resources in largely unpredictable environments, where resources are crucial for future development (Hewerdine et al., 2014). Resource scavenging, however, is concerned primarily with internationalizing for the purpose of obtaining resources – which is a key difference between the two concepts (Hewerdine et al., 2014). Furthermore, Hewerdine et al. (2014) highlight that resource scavenging is based on developing relationships to obtain resources through a non-systematic and improvisational process of social networking. Thus, the authors have branched away from bricolage to introduce a new internationalization process that deviates from the ‘traditional’ stage model approach. Resource scavenging, like both effectuation and bricolage, undoubtedly holds great potential for future development of SME internationalization research.

The three strategies discussed above are all rooted in similar concepts, one of which is the importance of social networks and partnerships for SMEs entering foreign markets. Therefore, it is unsurprising that the concept of social capital appears within the SME internationalization literature.

**Social Capital**
Social Capital was first introduced by L.J. Hanifan (1916) who suggested that strong social relationships, were crucial for the improvement of a community. This definition, though broad, has evolved over time and been applied to many fields of study (such as). Typically, social capital is defined as the sum of resources that can potentially be derived or obtained from one’s social network (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Adler & Kwon, 2002).

Social capital has also been examined as an important factor within entrepreneurship (Aldrich & Zimmerman, 1986; Elfring & Hulsink, 2003). The entrepreneurship literature emphasizes the role of social networks as sources of both opportunity and resources (Chandra et al., 2009). This view is consistent with effectuation, bricolage, and resource scavenging – as all three highlight the potential opportunity that can arise through resources, both tangible and intangible, obtained from networks (Sarasvathy, 2001; Baker & Nelson, 2005; Hewerdine et al., 2014). However, it is important to note that the role of social capital can occur in both traditional models of internationalization and non-traditional models (Lindstrand, Melén, & Nordman, 2011). Our research is concerned with the latter.

There are a handful of studies that highlight the role of social capital in the context of SME internationalization. For example, Ruzzier and Antoncic (2007) noted that social connections, whether strong and direct or weak and indirect, have a positive influence on the internationalization of SMEs. Generally, social ties have been found to play a key role in the discovery of international opportunities (Johanson & Vahlne, 2006; Chandra et al., 2007). Similarly, social capital has been found to trigger FME in SMEs, as opportunities in foreign markets become apparent through social connections (Coviello & Munro, 1997; Zhao & Hsu, 2007; Agndal, Chetty, & Wilson, 2008;
Ciravegna, Lopez, & Kundu, 2014). These opportunities have been termed ‘serendipitous’, as they often appear without warning from partners with whom firms have weak or indirect relationships (Agnard & Chetty, 2007; Kontinen & Ojala, 2011). One study of Czech SMEs even suggests that weak social relationships are more beneficial than strong ones because they provide firms with information that facilitates international opportunity identification (Musteen, Francis, & Datta, 2010). Additionally, the role of social capital has also been noted to reduce the uncertainty and level of risk involved in internationalization (Rodrigues & Child, 2012; Musteen, Datta, & Butts, 2013). Notably, the serendipitous opportunities that arise from unconventional social ties indicate a divergence from a stage-model approach to internationalization. Instead, the role of social capital outlined above is indicative of an approach where contingencies are welcome and partnerships are valued for their indirect potential to promote internationalization.

Linking Old Approaches to New Approaches
The four concepts above comprise a large portion of the research surrounding non-stage model approaches to SME internationalization. This is largely because there are several concepts that are common to each of the above approaches. Evidently, there are clear similarities between effectuation and bricolage. Bricolage outlines that entrepreneurs who clearly disregard the commonly defined resource limitations are often able to do much more with their resources. This is likely due to the fact that perceived resource limitations create perceived barriers that dissuade SMEs from entering international markets (Xie & Suh, 2014). Additionally, Baker and Nelson (2005) stress the importance of combining resources and maintaining an open outlook to include as many available resources as possible, including soft skills and previous experience. These three principles are identical to the principle of ‘Using Existing Means’ outlined by Sarasvathy (2001). Sarasvathy’s definition essentially synthesizes Baker and Nelson’s three principles into one group. This idea has also been supported in the literature (Fisher, 2012; Lesage & Ronteau, 2012). Additionally, bricolage, resource scavenging, and social capital all emphasize the importance of social networks (Baker & Nelson, 2005; Hewerdine et al., 2014; Chandra et al., 2009). As evidenced above, small firms often find knowledge, resources, and even opportunities through their social networks that were once unattainable due to the constraints they faced. This is also outlined as a key principle of effectuation, termed ‘Forming Strategic Partnerships’ (Sarasvathy, 2001). Though each approach to internationalization of SMEs presents a unique perspective towards the process, Sarasvathy’s (2001) effectuation theory arguably provides the most cohesive approach that partially or wholly discusses certain aspects of the other three approaches. We can see that bricolage is summarized within the ‘Using Existing Means’ principle of effectuation, while aspects of resource scavenging can be found within the ‘Forming Strategic Partnerships’ principle. The literature surrounding social capital can also be found in this principle, but also within the ‘Leveraging Contingencies’ aspect of effectuation. Therefore, though each theory independently holds value for the field of SME internationalization, effectuation seems to be the common denominator that links these approaches that have contributed to forming the basis of SME internationalization literature.

However, new approaches have recently emerged that present new perspectives towards the field. These approaches, namely muddling-through and dynamic experimental internationalizing, are distinct in their analysis of the processes followed by firms when entering foreign markets. Muddling-through is a concept that, like effectuation and bricolage, originates from an entirely
different field of study. The concept was developed within the context of political science, but its applications to SME internationalization are quite pertinent. Comparably, the concept of dynamic experimental internationalization is a very recent approach that, unlike the other approaches, was developed entirely within the framework of SME internationalization.

**Muddling-Through**

The idea of muddling-through originated from the research field of public administration. In 1959, Charles E. Lindblom introduced the concept of Muddling-through as a process that explains how policy makers make decisions. Lindblom (1959) suggested that the rational, means-end approach to decision-making, characterized by predefined goals and decisions aimed towards fulfilling those goals, was inaccurate in capturing the reality faced by policy makers. Instead, he noted that decisions were made in contexts where goals could not be clearly defined and so policy makers resorted to ‘muddling-through’ the limited information available to reach an undefined end (Lindblom, 1959). Johnston, Low, and Wilson (2010) explain that in adopting the muddling-through approach, the “focus is on moving away from the present situation, not particularly toward something” (p. 717). This notion of goal ambiguity is evident in a study of SMEs in India, where turbulent and uncertain situations made muddling-through the only plausible choice for internationalization (Javalgi, Todd, Johnston, & Granot, 2012). Javalgi et al. (2012) found that firms worked without clear goals to analyze their choices, make decisions, and then re-analyze their new situation to make successive decisions – creating a ‘cycle’ of decision-making for entering foreign markets. Furthermore, a case study of internationalizing SMEs following the muddling-through process revealed that firms made decisions intuitively and spontaneously based on their analysis of the given circumstances (Schweizer, 2012). These studies provide clear indication that Lindblom’s method to decision making holds value for the internationalization of SMEs.

It is important to note that, although the muddling-through approach to internationalization involves making sequential/successive decisions, it is inherently non-causal. The approach focuses on making decisions in the present, with no defined idea of what the future looks like (Lindblom, 1959). This is quite similar to the definition provided by Sarasvathy (2001) for the process of effectuation logic. In fact, Sarasvathy (2001) explains that the Lindblom’s concept of muddling-through played a role in the development of effectuation theory. Lindblom’s theory of muddling-through focuses on policy makers making decisions in which the means and the ends are not separated (Lindblom, 1959). Sarasvathy (2001) notes that this logic is reflective of an effectual approach and thus linked to her concept of effectuation. As a result, all the research surrounding muddling-through in the SME internationalization context makes mention of effectuation. Notably, Javalgi et al. (2010) explicitly equate muddling-through and effectuation as two identical concepts in different domains, Lindblom’s in political science and Sarasvathy’s in entrepreneurship. Though the two concepts are used in different context, Lindblom’s for policy making and Sarasvathy’s for entrepreneurial decision making, both follow an inherently identical logic (Javalgi et al., 2010). Thus, the application of muddling-through to SME internationalization is rooted in the concept of effectuation.

**Dynamic Experimental Internationalization**

Finally, we examine Dynamic Experimental Internationalization as another non-traditional approach to SME internalization. This approach focuses on SMEs entering foreign markets from within a transitional economy. Though other researchers have studied SME internationalization
within the context of transitional economies (see Zhao & Hsu, 2007; Mainela & Puhakka, 2008; Musteen, Datta, & Butts, 2013), Thai and Chong (2013) present an independent approach to the process. Dynamic Experimental Internationalization theory notes that SMEs in transitional economies face rapidly changing environments, limited experience, and limited information with which to make decisions (Huang & Brown 1999; Thai & Chong, 2013). As a result, firms typically adopt a process that is experimental, intuitive, and spontaneous which better allows them to take advantage of opportunities that emerge through the process itself (Thai & Chong, 2013). Thai and Chong (2013) acknowledge that their process resembles effectuation to an extent, but clarify that firms employing this approach are often working toward a defined goal. Therefore, dynamic experimental process creates an interesting approach to SME internationalization. Although, on the one hand goals are defined, as they would be under rational/causal logic and stage-models of internationalization, on the other hand, the pathway to achieve those goals is unclear and unplanned. Hence, we find that SMEs operating and internationalizing from within a transitional economy benefit from end goals but not from strategic planning with respect to the process itself.

Discussion
As briefly mentioned throughout this paper, there are clear commonalities that exist between the six SME internationalization methods we have identified. In an effort to consolidate and present a comprehensive understanding of the axes upon which these methods can be combined and employed, we examine these commonalities below.

One of the most prevalent ideas found in the literature is the importance of serendipity and serendipitous events. For internationalizing SMEs, serendipitous events can occur at any time through a variety of ways. In the view of Sarasvathy (2001), serendipity is the result of unanticipated environmental changes. Some authors have expanded on this to define more specific sources of serendipity. For example, while Baker and Nelson (2005) explain that serendipitous events can occur through the combination and reorganization of existing resources, Agndal and Chetty (2007) suggest that they can occur when social relationships provide firms with knowledge and information. Regardless of their source, it is clear that serendipity and serendipitous events are crucial as they can allow firms to both identify and create opportunities for FMS and FME. Thus, internationalizing SMEs benefit greatly from maintaining an awareness and openness towards unplanned changes to their conditions.

Additionally, previous research is consistent with respect to the importance of social networks for SMEs engaging in foreign markets. As noted earlier, social relationships can result in serendipitous events (Agndal & Chetty, 2007). However, their importance extends beyond the creation of potential opportunities. Social networks can also provide resources and knowledge that were once unavailable (Srasvathy, 2001; Baker, Miner, & Eesley, 2003). In resource scavenging, they are key factors that enable the internationalization of firms (Hewerdine et al., 2014). They have also been found to reduce the perceived risk and uncertainty associated with entering foreign markets (Rodrigues & Child, 2012; Musteen, Datta, & Butts, 2013). Social networks serve many functions that can benefit firms throughout the internationalization process. As the literature explains, they are key to the successful internationalization of SMEs.

A third and final commonality that emerges in the literature studied, is the underlying role of improvisation. Improvisation is discussed as an important factor within the concept of bricolage, as it enables entrepreneurs and SMEs alike to ‘make do’ with their existing means through
unplanned processes of reconfiguring and recombining those means (Baker & Nelson, 2005). Though not explicitly discussed in other studies, the concept of improvisation can be found as an underlying factor in much of the literature outlined above. In the field of management, improvisational tactics are ones that involve a high degree of convergence between design and execution (Moorman & Miner, 1998). In other words, improvisation occurs when little time elapses between decision-making and acting on those decisions. Duxbury (2014) further this idea in stating that improvisation occurs when there is “an emergent, unplanned need for timely and novel departures from existing routines” (p. 25). This notion is strongly connected to the idea of serendipity, since serendipitous events lead to opportunities that must be acted upon. Duxbury (2014) also suggests that processes that trial and error, or experimental are also inherently improvisational. Therefore, improvisation can be found in all the internationalization methods presented in this paper, both ones that emphasize serendipity (i.e. effectuation, bricolage, and social capital) and ones that emphasize experimental processes (i.e. resource scavenging, muddling through, and dynamic experimental internationalization).

It is clear that the approaches to SME internationalization outlined in this paper represent a variety of perspectives and ideas. However, as they are all connected to the internationalization of SMEs, where similarities between the various approaches are also evident. The commonalities outlined above denote some of the key characteristics that the various approaches share, which further highlights that they are not mutually exclusive, and can be implemented in conjunction with one another. In fact, this notion is already supported in the literature. Nowinski and Rialp (2012) found evidence of both bricolage and effectuation in the internationalization processes of SMEs, while Evers and O’Gorman (2011) determined that effectuation, bricolage, and improvisation can collectively explain how internationalization processes begin in some SMEs. It is important to note that effectuation and principles rooted within effectuation can be linked to all other non-traditional methods of internationalization. This is likely because effectuation provides a holistic framework that takes into consideration several aspects of the internationalization process. However, effectuation is not fully applicable in certain circumstances (see Thai & Chong, 2013), therefore a combination of approaches can be beneficial to SMEs.

Conclusion and Implications

In conclusion, it is clear that the internationalization of SMEs is a relatively new topic of study that has evolved rapidly in the last three decades. This review of the literature recognizes that initial research on the topic was adapted from traditional, stage models of internationalization (e.g., the Uppsala model) developed in the context of multinational organizations. Unfortunately, as many studies have found, the stark difference in circumstances between the internationalization of MNEs and SMEs has made it difficult to develop a strong understanding of SME internationalization through these models. As such, the understanding of SME internationalization has greatly benefited from research on entrepreneurship. And, since entrepreneurs face similar resource constraints and unpredictable environments like SMEs, concepts examined in the entrepreneurship literature were found to be far more applicable to SMEs.

Two key entrepreneurial concepts, effectuation and bricolage, have been documented in the SME internationalization process. These concepts have provided researchers much more accurate method of understanding the spontaneous, unplanned processes that SMEs follow when
engaging with foreign markets. Moreover, several additional concepts have been developed that deviate from the traditional pattern of thinking that was commonplace before the 2000s. Resource scavenging, social capital, muddling through, and dynamic experimental internationalization are all concepts that provide new insight into the field. These concepts, along with effectuation and bricolage, can be viewed as the foundation of non-traditional approaches to SME internationalization.

The findings compiled in this paper provide implications for both academics and professionals. Our comprehensive critical review of literature in the field provides current and future researchers an initial framework upon which they can expand. As this field of research is relatively new, there is significant room for development. This study presents six non-traditional approaches to internationalization that are minimally developed, and thus warrant greater empirical and analytical study. The study also proposes that the convergence of these six methods, in itself, warrants greater research. Ideally, this study provides an overview of the current state of the non-traditional SME internationalization literature that researchers can consult as an initial source in developing new research studies. Moreover, the implications for professionals are more concrete and visible. Entrepreneurs, SMEs, and micro-enterprises can all obtain valuable information regarding internationalization through this paper. The various methods outlined above can be explored and adopted by professionals to guide their entry into foreign markets. Both entrepreneurs and SME management teams could benefit from an approach that emphasizes welcoming and accepting unpredictability and change, as this will enable a stronger ability to adapt to the unpredictable nature of internationalization. Furthermore, these professionals could benefit by maintaining a higher awareness of potential opportunities that can arise from social networks, as these relationships can be extremely advantageous if acknowledged in a timely manner. Similarly, by shifting their perspective to one that is more flexible rather than grounded in concrete goals and step-wise processes, professionals can invest greater time towards making the most of their existing resources (as suggested by bricolage and effectuation). Overall, on a larger scale, this paper is particularly useful for new professionals entering the field as this critical review acts as an introduction to the vast realm of SME internationalization.
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